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ABSTRACT
The aim of this project is to bridge the gap of understanding between the heights produced by
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and their relationship to the Australian Height Datum (AHD).
This will be achieved by developing a local geoid model and testing it by utilising global
positioning equipment, software, registered state control marks and geodetic surveying principles.
The objective of the project is to improve future GPS derived AHD heights and to confirm AHD
values of a sample of state control marks within the limitations of a sample area.
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), notably GPS, have the ability to provide real time
corrections and centimetre accuracy for surveying, civil engineering, property development,
scientif,rc and various other applications where position, both vertical and horizontal, is required.
GPS offers an attractive alternative position determination tool, but only provided that it is
sufficiently accurate for the application at hand.
This project presents the results of utilising GPS, and software, to improve future GPS derived
results of the AHD within the project area and confirm the stated values of AHD on state control
marks within the limitations of the project area.
GPS has established itself as a competitor to traditional surveying instruments such as the
theodolite, electronic total stations, laser levels and spirit levels. GPS is a faster and more efficient
tool for surveying applications, especially over large areas, when compared to the latter mentioned
traditional instruments.
Accurate position is the fundamental component of any built form project. Data is now commonly
requested on the national mapping datum, the GDA94 and the AHD.
Deriving and transfening AHD heights using GPS is problematic.
GPS users in Australia have had access to AUSGeoid9S, as a reference geoid, since November
1998. The primary application of a gravimetric geoid model is to convert GPS derived ellipsoid
heights to elevations on a local height datum such as AHD. AUSGeoid9S is a gravimetric geoid
model developed, at two-arc minute spacing, to align AHD.
AHD has deficiencies by virtue of its original establishment as an orthometric derived height
system.
This represents a considerable gap in the knowledge in the integrity of the AUSGeoidgS's
realisation of the AHD.
The outcomes and results from this project can be used to complement the existing AUSGeoidgS's
geoid model and therefore increase the accuracy and realisation of AHD by GPS observations
within the project area.
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CHAPTER 1
II{TRODUCTION
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1.1 Background to the Research
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), notably the Global Positioning System (GPS),
has the ability to provide real time corrections and centimetre accuracy for surveying, civil
engineering, property development, scientific and various other industries where position,
both vertical and horizontal, is required.
GPS offers an attractive altemative position determination tool, but to understand the
accuracy and limitations for specihc application the user requires a fundamental background
of GPS theory and GPS operation knowledge.
This dissertation project presents the results of utilising various GPS methods and software to
improve future Real Time Kinematic (RTK) GPS derived results of the Australian Height
Datum (AHD) within the project area.
1.2 The Problem
GPS has established itself as a competitor to traditional surveying instruments such as the
theodolite, electronic total station, laser level and spirit level for the determination of a
point's horizontal and vertical position. Accurate horizontal and vertical positions, and
therefore accurate survey control benchmarks, is the fundamental component of any civil
engineering project. Data is now commonly requested, on projects in Australia, on the
national mapping horizontal datum, GDA94, and the orthometric vertical datum, the AHD.
Deriving AHD heights using GPS is problematic.
GPS can only measure a point's relative position between itself and a reference ellipsoid.
GPS cannot provide heights without a reference geoid model, which is related to a local
height datum. Therefore, with both a known reference ellipsoid and geoid model, GPS can
provide an elevation relative to a local height datum.
GPS users in Australia have had access to AUSGeoid9S, as a reference geoid, since
November 1998. The primary application of a gravimetric geoid model is to convert GPS-
derived ellipsoidal heights to elevations on a local height datum. AUSGeoid9S is a
gravimetric geoid model developed, at two-arc minute spacing (2' x2'), to align to the AHD.
Despite its proven success in many cases, AUSGeoid9S still does not meet expected accuracy
requirements.
The AHD also has deficiencies by virtue of its original establishment as an orthometric
derived height system.
This represents a considerable gap in the knowledge in the integrity of the AUSGeoid9S's
realisation of the AHD.
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1.3 Research Aim and Objective.
The aim of this project is to bridge the gap of understanding between the heights produced by
GPS and their relationship to the Australian Height Datum by developing a local geoid model
and test it by utilising GPS equipment, software, registered Queensland state control marks
and geodetic surveying principles.
The objective of this project is to improve future GPS derived AHD heights and to confirm
the AHD values of a sample of sate control marks within the limitations of the project area.
1.4 Research Approach
This research approach is as follows: -
l) Research and review existing literature and previous research relating specifically to
GNSS - based height determination, ellipsoid definition, ellipsoid heights, geoid
definition, the gravimetric geoid model - AUSGeoid98, the orthometric height model
- AHD and comparisons of the latter. This is expected to identify the inaccuracies in
AUSGeoidgS and the deficiencies in the realisation of AHD and assist in better
understanding results from GPS.
2) Reliable ellipsoid heights will be obtained on DERM permanent suruey marks, by
using static GPS methods and the resulting post processed GPS data, within the
defined the test area. This area includes the Brisbane suburbs of Ferny Hills, Femy
Grove, Mitchelton, Keperra, Bunya and Arana Hills. These suburbs cover an
approximate area of a rectangular 2' x 2' grid or 4km x 4km. The post processing
process will assist in better understanding the capabilities of GPS.
3) The ellipsoid to geoid separation value will be calculated for each observed control
point and will be inputted into surface modeling software to create a deformation grid
and geoid model for the project area. This geoid model will be uploaded into the GPS
controller as the reference geoid.
4) Using a Continuous Operating Reference Station (CORS) network RTK GPS and the
developed project geoid as the reference geoid, the sample of the original control
marks will be field checked to validate the developed project geoid. DERM control
marks referred to as secondary control and previously not observed, will be then
observed for position and height. The GPS derived elevation results will be compared
to the DERM digital cadastral database values.
5) Again using a CORS network RTK GPS and the AUSGeoid9S as the reference geoid,
the secondary control marks will be re-observed and the results will be compared to
the DERM digital cadastral data base values.
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1.5 Project Scope and Limitations
The following limiting factors will define the scope of this study: -
. The deformation grid and geoid model will be only created to make comparisons
within the project area.
' Testing of the accuracy of the DERM permanent mark database and permanent marks
is limited to within the project test area.
. The quality of the leveling data is defined as AHD derived Class D, 4th Order with an
estimated average standard deviation evaluated at the 95% conhdence level of 0.0249
metres.
Accuracy tolerances of +l- 20mm and +l- 30mm for horizontal and vertical positions
can only be realised while using RTK GPS. Accuracy tolerances are also subject to
observation time.
The following factor is considered beyond the scope of this study: -
An assessment of the computational theories, techniques and data manipulatron
associated with gravimetric geoid determination.
It is assumed that the reader also possesses a basic knowledge of GPS theory and surveying
fundamentals.
1.6 Summary
This dissertation aims to develop an accurate geoid type model for the direct transformation
of GNSS heights to the AHD within the def,rned project area.
The developed geoid model will be then used to compare and test against the accuracy of
state control marks whose values are sourced from the Survey Control Data Base, which is
maintained by a Queensland government department, the Department of Environment and
Resource Management.
The outcomes and results from observations of this study will be of a quality to be used to
complement the existing AUSGeoidgS model and will therefore increase the accuracy and
realisation of the AHD by GNSS observations within the project area.
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CHAPTER 2
LITBRATURE REVIEW
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2.llntroduction
Chapter one described the gap in knowledge of the integrity of the AUSGeoid9S's realisation
of the AHD. It also describes the realisation, production and reporting of AHD heights, using
GPS, as problematic.
This chapter will review literature to fuilher establish the need for developing a geoid type
model, within the project area, to improve and complement the current AUSGeoid9S model
for the direct transformation of GNSS heights to the AHD.
A brief review of the background of GPS, AUSGeoid98, the AHD and GPS heighting is
provided, from research, to gain a better understanding of the current, emerging and future
issues of GNSS based heighting in Australia.
2.2 Background to GPS
The advancements in GPS technology, including equipment and software development, have
been significant over the last 15 years. GPS has become more affordable based upon
generational changes, technical improvements and market demand. Projects which would
have previously been completed by traditional surveying methods, using either theodolites,
electronic total stations, laser levels or spirit leveling instruments, now can be completed by
utilising a GPS. This has made the collection and reporting of spatial data more eff,rcient and
therefore more cost effective, especially over large areas.
Various industries in today's society utilise GPS were position, both vertical and horizontal,
is required. These industries include, but are not limited to, agricultural, forestry, military,
science, mining, asset management, civil engineering, hydrographic, aerial and land
surveying industries.
Until recently a GPS user was required to purchase, insure, store and transport a temporary
base station, anteîrra and a repeater station for RTK GPS observations. These components of
the GPS are used in conjunction with a rover station and data recorder to generate the RTK
position corrections by a UHF radio link between the rover and base station.
The temporary base stations and repeater stations are the major expense of a GPS. Together
they are cumbersome, awkward, space consuming and take valuable time to setup. Base
stations and repeater stations are also subject to depreciation, technology outdating, satellite
signal upgrades and, accidental or willful vandalism.
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Limitations and disadvantages are created based upon the premise that a UHF radio link must
be maintained between the base station and the rover unit. UHF radio frequencies are also
becoming expensive, congested and limited. The radio link is subject to radio range distance
limitations and atmospheric conditions, which can create frustrating time delays. UHF
licenses are also becoming increasingly expensive to purchase maintain and the actual
number of frequencies available is becoming limited.
2.3 CORS Network and SunPOZ
DERM has established a business entity, named SunPOZ, in the South East Queensland
region, which utilises a recently developed, a Continuous Operating Reference Station
(CORS) network that is a new generation of RTK GPS technology.
Generally CORS networks are frequently administered by government organisations and are
commercial ventures. These networks are rarely free and require the arrangement of a
subscription or the payment of a fee. The benefit of a CORS network is the users ability to do
relative positioning without operating their own base station by depending upon that role
being fulfilled by the network's reference stations.
Apart from the advantage of eliminating the requirement of a base station and prepalation,
the user benefits from instant rover initialisation by mobile modem communications and
position corrections from a whole network of continuously operating reference stations,
rather than a single base. In this way, quality control is facilitated by the ability to check
corrections from one CORS with those generated from another, as CORS is a united network.
A fuither advancement, in CORS RTK GPS technology, is the development of Trimble's
Virtual Referånce Station (VRS), which is utilised by SunPOZ, The VRS development
further reduces the transmission of large amounts of data.
2.4Datum
A datum can be defined as the relationship between a reference frames to a co-ordinate
system. It is typically a mathematical model that is directly related to a realistic and
comparable physical entity. Such physical entities include mean sea level for height and the
centre mass position of the earth for horizontal values that is determined by satellite data.
Plane surveying has traditionally relied on an imaginary flat reference surface, or datum, with
Cartesian axis. Even though surveyors know that this assumption of a flat earth is
fundamentally unrealistic it provides an adequate anangement for small project areas.
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Depicting positions on a three dimensional earth requires a three-dimensional reference
frame. One such surface is named a geoid which is an equipotential gravimetric surface and
which has physical meaning in that it is approximated by mean sea level. Being an
equipotential surface the geoid is by definition a surface to which the force of gravity is
everywhere perpendicular. However the geoid is a physical surface, which undulates with the
variations in the gravitational field, and there is need to have a mathematical surface, which
approximates the geoid to, which calculations can be determined from.
Such a surface is named an ellipsoid, which can be thought of as a smooth flattened sphere as
opposed to an undulating and irregular geoid model. Because of their relative simplicity,
reference ellipsoids are used as a preferred surface on which computations are performed and
point co-ordinates such as latitude, longitude and elevation are defined. Typically the World
Geodetic System (V/GS) or the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) is the
reference ellipsoid used by GPS since one of them is generally embedded and defaulted in
GPS.
2.5 AUSGeoid9S
The current gravimetric geoid model for Australia, AUSGeoid9S, was released by AUSLIG
in mid 7998, which superseded AUSGeoid93. The national geoid is a resuit of research by an
academic group, funded by an Australian Research Council grant.
AUSGeoidgS consists of a2' by 2' grid (approximately 4km) of geoid - ellipsoid separations
Qrl values) relative to the GRS80 ellipsoid. Typically, WGS84 is the geodetic reference
ellipsoid used since this is embedded in GPS and is generally the default in GPS processing
software, but which is geometrically practically identical to the GRS80 reference ellipsoid (to
less than 0. lmm). (Featherstone, 2008)
2.6 Australian Height I)atum
The Australian Height Datum is the official vertical datum for Australia. The
Intergovernmental Committee on Surveying and Mapping has chosen to retain the AHD for
the foreseeable future.
The Australian Height Datum is an onshore equivalent and realisation of mean sea level. It
was established in l97lby the then Division of National Mapping, on behalf of the national
Mapping Council of Australia.
Theoretically the AHD was based upon, and fixed to, zero for mean sea level (MSL) from
observations from thirty coastal tide gauges located on the mainland of Australia and two
coastal tide gauges located in Tasmania. The observations, of MSL (0.000m AHD), were
taken over a three-year peri'od (Roelse et al.,1975.)
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Approximately 195,000 km of spirit leveling observations were used in the transfer and
establishment of AHD across the continent. Benchmarks were placed as pefinanent records of
subsequent datum points for future inf,rll surveys. First and second order traverses were
claimed to be used in the adjustment.
There are many fundamental deficiencies in the realisation and integrity of the AHD.
To correctly determine MSL, at a coastal tide gauge, requires observations throughout a full
tidal signature. A full tidal signature (luni-solar tide), which is relative to the motion of the
sun and moon and its effects on the earth and its ocean, has a period of 18.6 years (e.g.,
Melchior, 1981).
It has also been determined that the realisation of AHD is subject to other problems and
issues which affect its accuracy,
Factors such as the ocean topography, temperature, mass, current strength and density were
not taken into consideration during tide gauge observations. It should also be noted that for
convenience the tide gauges were located about river mouths. Rivers are subject to fresh
water discharges and which affects the salinity of the water. These factors have caused a
gravimetric mis-close of up to 1.5m, in the north to south direction, between the Timor Sea
and Tasmania.
Not withstanding the tide gauge fixing issues of the time the quality of the subsequent
leveling and height transfer data cannot be ignored. The level data was observed in a relative
short timeframe so as to provide control for national mapping and typically third order
techniques were practiced. 'While many level traverses claim to be first otdet, many do not
meet the current published closure tolerances. It has also been discovered that some level run
loops have mis-closures in a range of 400mm to 1000mm, which indicate blunder errors.
With the ever-increasing problem of the extraction of ground water and resources, plate
tectonic movement, natural soil compaction and expansion and the deliberate and accidental
disturbance of benchmarks, the integrity of the benchmark network in Australia is also a
major issue affecting the reliability of the AHD.
2.7 GPS Heighting
One traditional method of determining elevations from a local datum, such as the AHD, is by
transferring levels from a benchmark to another mark or position by spirit leveling. A spirit
level, correctly orientated at a point on the earth's surface, defines a parallel line to the geoid
at that point. Therefore, the elevations determined by closed level circuits are orthometric.
That is the vertical distance above the reference geoid defines them, as it would be measured
along a plumb line.
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Orthometric heights are not directly available from the GPS. GPS can only measure a point's
relative position between itself and an ellipsoid. GPS cannot, without a geoid model, provide
heights relative to mean sea level or a datum such as the AHD. GPS receivers only provide a
height above the ellipsoid. Therefore with the known ellipsoid and geoid models the ellipsoid
to geoid separation can be calculated by subtracting the separation value from ellipsoidal
height to determine the orthometric height.
The following algebraic equation is used to determine AHD from the geoid 
- 
ellipsoid
separation:
H:h-N
(Source: Featherstone et al. 1998,p.279)
Where
H is the orthometric height/AHD height.
h is the ellipsoid height.
(2.r)
N is the geoid to ellipsoid separation known as the N value measured along the ellipsoid
normal to the geoid. If the geoid is above the ellipsoid, N is positive. If the geoid is
below the ellipsoid, N is negative.
By rearranging the equation 2.1 the following algebraic equation is used to determine the
geoid - ellipsoid separation from the AHD height and the ellipsoid height:
N:h-H (2.2)
There are accuracy limitations to GPS heighting by virtue of measuring ellipsoidal heights
with GPS, applying the geoid model and then making an adjustment to fit the orthometric
heights to the vertical datum. GPS is limited to distortions and effors in the vertical datum
network, mean sea level realisation, poor satellite geometry, atmospheric refraction and multi
path error from reflective surfaces such as buildings.
Therefore it can be stated that in RTK mode, and with an observation time of 5 seconds and a
minimum of 5 healthy satellites, the accuracy of a GPS system is realistically +-30mm for
height and +-10mm for horizontal accuracy.
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2.8 GNSS Based Heighting Studies
Investigations have revealed the issues of GNSS heighting in Australia by researchers
Researchers acknowledge the uncertainty between AUSGeoid9S and the realisation of AHD.
2.8.1 Evaluations by Featherstone
Featherstone (2008) focused upon the current, emerging and future issues with height
determination on the Australian Height Datum using GNSS and introduces the development
of a new geoid named AUSGeoid2O08. The background issues, deficiencies and history of
GPS, AUSGeoidgS, and the AHD are critically reviewed.
The development of a new AUSGeoid, named AUSGeoid2O08, is discussed to replace the
current geoid, AUSGeoidgS. It is stated that this new geoid will be a better reflection of the
gravity field than the AHD. It is also stated that the AHD will not be updated in the
foreseeable future.
It is recommended by Featherstone (2008) that it be in the interest of all local and state
geodetic agencies to ensure that all their good quality GNSS data are forwarded to Geodetic
Australia for reprocessing. This will further complement the grid, particularly in populated
and coastal areas, where there is a sparse amount of benchmarks. This will particularly
advantageous for surveyors with these areas for a more accurate realisation of AHD.
As a conclusion this article fills in the gap of knowledge with respect to the understanding of
the misalignment between AHD, MSL and the current geoid, AUSGeoid9S.
The article fuither confirms the requirements of the aim of this dissertation to develop a geoid
type model, within the project area,to complement and intensify the existing grid.
2.8.2 Evaluations by Fotopoulos, Kotsakis and Sideris
Fotopoulos, Kotsakis and Sideris (2003) investigated how accurately orthometric height
differences from GPS and geoid data can be determined using equation 2.1. Investigations
were carried out to test GPS and geoid data accuracy, and then the combined accuracy of the
data after the influence of a developed parametric corrector surface model is applied. Such a
parametric model would absorb datum inconsistencies and systematic distortions found in the
height data. Evaluations were carried out in southwest Canada using the GSD95 Canadian
geoid model. The test network included a network of spirit leveled GPS control points.
The study undertook a number of different scenarios. Varying the configuration of the control
network, location of the new baseline with respect to the test network, the length of the new
baseline and the type of the corrector surface model completed this.
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Fotopoulos, Kotsakis and Sideris (2003) concluded that the accuracy of orthometric height
differences computed from GPS and geoid data depends on a number of factors. The
influence on the accuracy of height data after when using a corrector surface parameter was
minimal compared to the accuracy contributed by the GPS and geoid information.
2.8.3 Evaluations by Zhan-ji and Yong-qi
Zhan-ji and Yong-qi (1999) investigated the various aspects in determination of a local geoid
with the geometric approach. They state that various factors that include the contribution of
terrestrial correction, the role of geopotential models, interpolation methods and the digital
terrain model of the area should be considered when calculating a local geoid model. They
also state that an accuracy of 0.03 metres is achievable.
The study was undertaken in Hong Kong, which has a hilly topography and has a total area of
approximately 1000 square kilometres. The Hong Kong local geoid was selected as the case
study.3l GPS control stations out of 41, which were established in 1990 and with a stated
accuracy of +l- 6mm, were used to establish the geoid. The 1 0 stations not used to establish
the geoid were used as checkpoints. The area was divided into 5km x 5km grid with a total of
108 grid points interpolated. The geoid - ellipsoid separation values of the 31 GPS control
stations, or N values, were used to calculate the test geoid. The differences between the
predicted and known values on the checkpoints are used to measure the accuracy of the
geoid.
Zhan-ji and Yong-qi (1999) concluded that the geometric method of geoid calculation could
provide a precise local geoid with an accuracy of 20mm to 30mm. They state that this is
comparable to typical GPS derived heights. They also state that the incorporation of a
geopotential model is important but the terrain correction is less critical but subject to the
specific areas topography. They conclude that to improve the accuracy of a local geoid the
observed geoid heights must be precise and gravity measurenxents will assist in increased
accuracy of the local geoid model.
2.8.4 Evaluations by Higgins
Higgins examines the limitations and possibilities of GPS heighting. Factors that detail the
limitations of GPS for heighting and the practical applications of GPS for heighting is
discussed.
As previously mentioned Higgins studies the limitations of GPS for heighting. As GPS
heights are measured to the ellipsoid, the geoid model has to be applied to result in a practical
orthometric height. Higgins states that the limitations of the GPS measurement (ellipsoidal
height), the available geoid model (geoid height) and vertical orthometric height datum
problems are all issues which vary in importance depending on the accuracy requirements of
the GPS survey
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The limitations of the GPS measurement include phase ambiguity, multi-path, atmospheric
delay, tidal phenomena and blunder errors. The limitations due to the geoid model are by
virtue of its alignment with the existing vertical datum. The limitations of the vertical
orthometric height are by virtue of its method and accuracy of establishment and transfer
methodology.
Higgins studies the possibilities for GPS heighting and focuses on deformation monitoring,
RTK applications and machine guidance.
Higgins concludes that caution should be practiced, after considering the limitations of GPS
outlined, when using GPS where high accuracy heights are required.
2.9 Conclusion
This chapter has established the current state of knowledge with respêct to GNSS
background, current and emerging technology, heighting, errors and GNSS relationship to
datum's and realisation of the AHD.
A review of current studies revealed lhat at present there are theory and data driven
inaccuracies inmodeling geoid's and deficiencies in the realisation of AHD, There are also
inconsistencies between the two vertical reference surfaces, which reveal the incompatibility
between GPS surveys, utilising AUSGeoid9S, and the AHD.
It has been repeatedly shown that there are systematic differences between the current
Australian geoid model, AUSGeoid9S (Featherstone et a1.,2001), and GPS AHD data (e.g.,
Featherstone and Guo, 2001; Featherstone,2004), as well as with global geoid models (e.g.,
Featherstone and Stewart, 1998). Due to the separability problem of not being able to
determine whether the cause is solely in the AHD or AUSGeoid9S (cf. Featherstone, 2004),
this remains an open question, but there is now increasing evidence of the problem lying
mostly in the AHD (Baran et aI.,2005).
This requires that surveyors have to occupy surrounding AHD benchmarks, while using GPS,
to fuither constrain their control network and have better confidence in their observations.
It should be noted that it is a basic surveying principles to carry out regular checks on
independent control marks and this principle of fundamental checking should be routinely
continued and applied regardless if AHD or the AUSGeoid is redefined.
Other GPS height studies recommend the addition of gravity observations; the application of
a corrector surface or the local digital terrain model should be considered in calculating a
local geoid. However all the studies conclude that the critical factor in determining accurate
GPS derived heights are the actual limitations in the accuracy of RTK GPS.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
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3.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 described the background to GPS and horizontal and vertical datum theory, CORS
networks, the AUSGeoidgS geoid, the Australian Height Datum and the current state of
theory with regards to GPS heighting. To achieve the projects aim and objective a testing
method is required which uses the theory and techniques established in chapter 2.
The research method that will be followed to bridge the gap of understanding between the
heights produced by GPS and their relationship to the AHD, the development of a geoid and
the improvement of future GPS derived AHD heights, within the limitations of the project
area, will be outlined in this chapter.
The project area will be defined followed by a description of the DERM sourced survey
control information and a brief outline of the data acquisition method.
3.2 The Project Area
The project area site will be located approximately 8km to 12km northwest of Brisbane,
Queensland. These established residential suburbs of the project site will include Ferny
Grove, Femy Hills, Bunya, Arana Hills, Upper Kedron, Kepena and Mitchelton.
The project area will be approximately four square kilometres and is made up of hilly,
undulating topography. The project area is approximately sixty metres above mean sea level
and located at a distance of fifteen kilometres west from the ocean.
3.3 DERM Survey Control
The DERM survey control which will be sourced and used in this study, the control
classification, and the definition of the proposed primary and secondary control marks to be
used in this study are defined and described in detail below.
3.3.1 DERM's Survey Control Database
The Department of Environment and Resource Management is a Queensland state
govemment department, which is responsible to the Minister for Natural Resources, Mines
and Energy, and the Minister for Climate Change and Sustainability. DERM develops,
administers and maintains Queensland's spatial reference frame network and positioning
infrastructure to support both government and industry. They are also responsible for
establishing standards for surveying, with which registered surveyors must comply, and
managing land use.
As the administrator of the states spatial reference frame network and positioning
infrastructure they are therefore the administrators and custodians of the SmartMap product
and the Control Data Base SCDB
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The SmartMap product is a GIS interfaced map that displays current information on
Queensland property boundaries, valuations and the relative position, to boundaries, of
permanent survey control marks,
The SCDB contains a register of all permanent survey control marks and it includes co-
ordinates, height, access notes and other administrative information, about the mark, if
available. The plan available to the user is referred to as a "Sutvey Search Detail Report and
Sketch Plan" or "Form 6".
An example of a SmartMap and a Form 6 is shown in Appendices B and C respectively.
Permanent survey control marks can be defined as a survey mark, preferably of a stable and
permanent nature, which has been placed by either government or private sector surveyors for
the purpose of geodetic, mining, property development or construction control purposes. The
standards and therefore material in which a permanent mark can be defined varies. A highly
stable deep driven steel picket or a brass plaque set in deep set concrete is prefered. Recently
a less permanent, and easily removable, galvanised metal screw placed in concrete paths or
kerb is also deemed accepted by DERM. A local, state or construction authority will often
specif,' the installation of a brass plaque in deep concrete to satisfy a contract or development
approval conditions.
When a registered surveyor installs a permanent mark, that surveyor is required to submit a
completed Form 6 to DERM for the administrative purpose of registering the mark and
adding the mark to the SCDB. When stating a height on a Form 6 the surveyor must define
the heights order, class, origin and fixation method. Survey marks can also be placed in
conjunction with the preparation of survey plans and it is not necessary to level the mark and
submit height information.
The permanent survey marks to be used in this project will be sourced from the DERM
SCDB. A SmartMap, showing the proposed project area's cadastral boundaries, toad reserves
and registered leveled permanent marks, at a suitable scale will be purchased. The Survey
Search Detail Report and Sketch Plan of each survey mark, some of which form the primary
and secondary control points in the project area, will also be purchased.
The SmartMap and Survey Search Detail Report and Sketch Plans used as primary and
secondary control are attached in Appendix B and C respectively.
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3.3.2 Primary Control Marks
Thirteen permanent survey marks will be used as the primary control marks. The permanent
marks to be chosen as the primary control marks should be chosen based upon their GPS
observation suitability and geometric spread across the project area, which relates back to
fundamental surveying principles. The sketches and survey search detail reports for the
permanent marks to be used in this project are attached in Appendix C.
It was also a requirement that each primary control mark has an AHD derived height value
and 50Yo of the marks required a Class A leveling classification.
3.3.3 Secondary Control Marks
Nine permanent survey marks will used as the secondary control marks. The permanent
marks to be chosen, as the secondary control marks should be also chosen based upon their
GPS observation suitability and their geometric spread across the project area. Again this
relates back to fundamental surveying principles. The sketches and suwey search detail
reports for the secondary permanent marks used in this project are attached and included in
Appendix C.
It was a requirement that each control mark has an AHD derived height value.
3.4Data Acquisition
The positional data used for this study will be obtained from GPS field observations
completed by the studies author.
Both static GPS and CORS networked RTK GPS data collection methods will be used. These
methods will be used to obtain accurate ellipsoidal heights and AHD heights, respectively.
Static GPS, using two receivers, will be used to obtain accurate ellipsoidal heights. Static
GPS is chosen as it uses more than one receiver, requires four or more satellites and uses a
long obsewation session to determine cycle ambiguity for highly accurate data.
RTK GPS on a CORS network will be used to verifr the project geoid and test both the
project geoid's and AUSGeoid9S's realisation of AHD in the project area. RTK GPS on a
CORS network is chosen as the receiver is continuous in motion, also requires 4 or more
satellites, the RTK GPS emulates a true topographical type survey using GPS and the data is
recorded in the least amount of time while maintaining an accurate result.
By emulating a topographical survey the results will further bridge the gap of understanding
between AHD realisation using RTK GPS and its expected accuracies.
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The leveling data and the AHD height values on the primary and secondary control marks
will be obtained from the DERM's SCDB system. The SCDB data is from observations
performed by various surveyors who transferred the AHD about the project area over a period
of over 50 years. The leveling frxation on each mark varies from GPS to spirit leveling.
After obtaining the accurate ellipsoidal heights and the AHD height values on each primary
control mark the N value will be determined for each primary control mark. The resultant N
value will be determined by applying equation 2.2 in chapter 2 i.e. N : h - H. The separation
between the ITRF ellipsoid and the AHD will be the resulting N value.
Using the calculated N values the project geoid will be calculated by using 3D modeling
software.
The resulting project geoid will be verified by RTK GPS methods by a direct comparison
between the GPS derived AHD height and the SCDB registered height on a sample of
primary control marks.
The project geoid will be tested by RTK GPS methods and interpolation by a direct
comparison between the GPS derived AHD height and the SCDB registered height on a
sample of secondary control marks within the project area.
AUSGeoidg8 geoid will also be tested by RTK GPS methods and interpolation by a direct
comparison between the GPS derived AHD height and the SCDB registered height on a
sample of secondary control marks within the project area.
The observed values will be placed into several spreadsheets to aid in the management,
analysis and comparison of the data.
3.5 Conclusion
This chapter has detailed the research method that will be followed for this project to bridge
the gap of understanding between the AHD derived heights produced by GPS and their
relationship to the AHD.
The projectatea, with an area of 4km Square within the city of Brisbane, Queensland, was
clearly defined.
The DERM survey control, which will be sourced and used in this study, the control
classification, and the class and order standards of the proposed primary and secondary
control marks has been stipulated.
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Static GPS observation methodology will be the method used to observe ellipsoidal heights
on the primary control marks to assist in the calculation of the geoid - ellipsoid separation
value to develop the project geoid. RTK GPS observation methodology will be the method
used to verify the developed geoid and the AUSGeoid9S geoid and compare the GPS derived
AHD heights on the secondary control.
Chapter 4 will provide a detailed description of the data acquisition method.
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4DATA ACQUISITION
Ellipsoidal - Australian Height Datum
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 described the research method that will be followed to conduct this research
project.
Chapter 4 will describe the data collection and post processing process that is required to
develop the project geoid. This chapter will also describe the process to develop and verify
the project geoid. The testing of the project geoid and AUSGeoid9S geoid, with respect to
their realisation of AHD, will also be explained.
4.2 Data Acquisition
The observation and recording of the ellipsoidal heights that form the primary control data
and the post processing technique used in this project is described below.
4.2.1 Static GPS Observations
The f,reldwork required to undertake the Static GPS assignment, to observe and obtain
ellipsoid heights on the thirteen primary control marks, was conducted in early March 2010.
The resulting ellipsoidal heights are required to determine the ellipsoidal - geoid height
separation to develop the geoid model.
Two receivers, one mobile and one permanent, were used to collected the ellipsoidal height
data. The first receiver used was a mobilised Trimble 5800 GPS receiver with a zephyr
antenna and the second receiver used was the permanent base station receiver located at the
office of Trimble Ultimate Positioning, Bowen Hills, Brisbane. The data was recorded, using
the Trimble 5800 receiver, into the internal memory of a Trimble GPS controller unit while
the data recorded, simultaneously, at the permanent base station receiver was recorded using
the office server. Each permanent mark was occupied for a period of 20 minutes. The
Trimble 5800 GPS system and Trimble GPS controller unit used for this project is shown in
figures 3.3 and 3.4 respectively.
A graphical hardcopy plot showing the relative positions of the permanent marks with respect
to each other and the permanent base station is attached in Appendix D.
4.2.2Post Processing
The static GPS data collected at the thirteen primary control stations was post processed to
obtain the permanent mark co-ordinate positions relative to the International Reference
Frame Ellipsoid (ITRF), for ellipsoid heights, and the Geodetic Datum of Australia (GDA),
lor horizontal position
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The post processing software used was Trimble Geomatics Office. Once processed the data
was converted and stored as a csv file and also graphically outputted onto a spreadsheet. The
outputted spread sheets, which illustrate the results, is attached in Appendix E.
4.3 The Development of the Project Geoid
The description of how the project geoid was developed is detailed below.
4.3.1 Geoid - Ellipsoid Separation Value Calculation
Equation 2.2 defined in chapter 2 was used to determine the geoid - ellipsoid separation
value. i.e. N : h - H. This is the separation between the ITRF ellipsoid and the AHD at each
primary control point. By using the AHD height (H) obtained from the Survey Search Detail
Reports of each permanent mark and then cross referencing the resulting observed ellipsoidal
height (h) the geoid - ellipsoid value Q'{ value) can be calculated.
4.3.2 Project Geoid Development
The resulting N values calculated, by using equation 2.2 defined in chapter 2 arc required for
the development of the project geoid. A 3D modeling software program, named Surfer, was
used to calculate the geoid model. An interpolated interval of 100m was defined and the N
values, attached in Appendix E, were inputted and processed by the software.
The resulting 3D deformation grid model, or project geoid, was then outputted in digital
format to be uploaded into the Trimble Survey Controller unit.
A graphical topographical representation, of the developed project geoid, in the form of a
contour plan is attached in Appendix F
4.4 Verifying The Project Geoid
It is required to verify and check the project geoid before making an assessment of its
realisation of the AHD. This a fundamental first principle surveying technique which is used
on all surveys that the datum adopted must be checked against known control points.
The project geoid was checked against a sample of the primary control that it was developed
from.
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4.4.1 The Project Geoid VerifÏcation Procedure
The f,reld work required to verify the project geoid for this assignment was conducted in
August 2010.
The verification of the project geoid's accúracy was completed using a CORS networked
RTK GPS system. This system was chosen to emulate topographical survey position
accuracy. Therefore the observation time to check a sample of the primary control marks to
check the project geoid before testing was approximately 5 seconds only.
The procedure to test the project geoid is detailed below.
The project geoid, calculated in section 3.3.4, was uploaded into the GPS controller unit
A sample of primary survey marks that were previously occupied and observed for their
ellipsoidal height, by static GPS methods, were reoccupied and the AHD result recorded as a
controlled check and future analysis.
4.5 Testing the Project Geoid
It is required that the project geoid is tested against the predetermined secondary control
marks to make an assessment on the accuracy of the developed project geoid.
The secondary control marks are independent marks, which have not been previously
observed.
4.5.1 The Project Geoid Testing Procedure
The held work required to test the project geoid for this assignment, to observe and compare
GPS derived AHD heights and compare the AHD to the registered values on a sample of
state control marks within the project area, \¡/as conducted in August, 2010.
Again the testing of the project geoid was completed using a CORS networked RTK GPS
system which was chosen to emulate a topographical survey position accuracy. Therefore the
observation time for each permanent mark located using the CORS networked RTK GPS
system was approximately 5 seconds only.
The procedure to test the project geoid and observe GPS derived AHD values is detailed
below.
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The project geoid, calculated in section 3.3.4, was uploaded into the GPS controller unit.
The nine secondary marks were occupied and the RTK GPS derived AHD result was
recorded for future analysis.
4.6 Testing AIJSGeoid9S Geoid
It is required that the AUSGeoid geoid is also tested against the predetermined secondary
control marks to make an assessment on the accuracy of the AUSGeoid9S geoid.
The secondary control marks are independent marks, which have been previously observed,
using the developed project geoid.
4.6.1 The AUSGeoid9S Testing Procedure
The field work required to test the AUSGeoid98 geoid for this assignment, to obsetve and
compare GPS derived AHD heights and compare the AHD to the registered values on a
sample of state control marks within the project area, was cpnducted in August 2010.
Again the testing of the AUSGeoid9S geoid was completed using a CORS networked RTK
GPS system, which was chosen to emulate topographical survey position accwacy. Therefore
the observation time for each permanent mark located using the CORS networked RTK GPS
system was approximately 5 seconds only.
The procedure to test the project geoid and observe GPS derived AHD values is detailed
below.
The AUSGeoidgS geoid was uploaded into the GPS controller unit.
A sample of primary survey marks that were previously occupied and observed for their
ellipsoidal height, by static GPS methods, were reoccupied and the RTK GPS derived AHD
result was recorded for future analysis.
The nine secondary marks were then occupied and the AHD result was recorded for future
analysis.
4.7 Conclusion
This chapter described the data acquisition process that was adopted for this project to
develop and verify the project geoid. This chapter also described the data acquisition process
that was adopted to test, using GPS, the project geoid's and the AUSGeoid9S geoid's
realisation of AHD heights.
Chapter 5 will present the results of the verification of the project geoid and the realisation of
AHD heights by using either the project geoid or the AUSGeoid9S geoid.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
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5.1 Introduction
Chapter four outlined the data acquisition process that was adopted for this project to collect
the data required to develop the project geoid. Chapter four also outlined the data acquisition
process that was adopted to verify the accuracy of the project geoid and test the project geoid
and the AUSGeoidgS geoid against the AHD values of the registered AHD control/secondary
control marks to determine their realisation of AHD heights by using GPS equipment.
Chapter five will present the results of the recorded ellipsoid heights on the registered
control/primary control marks, which were observed to develop the project geoid. Chapter
five will also present the results of the verification of the developed geoid and the results of
the GPS derived AHD results on the registered control/secondary control marks after using
the project geoid and then the AUSGeoid9S geoid,
5.2 Results of Ellipsoid Height and Position Observations on Registered
Control Marks by Static GPS.
As discussed in previous chapters the ellipsoidal height and position data, of each primary
control mark, are the key pieces of information required for the 3D modeling software to
create the project geoid.
Also as discussed in previous chapters the GPS method used to collect the ellipsoid height
and position data, of each primary control mark, was the static GPS method with an
observation time of 20 minutes per control mark.
The results of the observation on each primary control mark are shown in Table 5.1 below.
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I 000 550411 493006.112 6967766.375 121.943
1 00 1 132156 494792.562 6967463.029 109.267
1002 142469 492231 011 6969568.524 122.163
1 003 1 58986 494005.288 6969088.573 106.705
1004 1 58985 495459.004 6969194.878 104.921
1 005 95356 494865.981 6970631.906 114.969
1 006 75823 492258.870 6971868.864 104.455
1007 554011 493096.685 6970627.190 167.040
1 008 118146 496293.884 6971067.729 104.359
1 009 119849 496756.768 6969104.271 89.945
1010 104405 492145.772 6968508.722 113.461
1011 146722 495242.898 6970064.207 127.648
1012 7476 496855.792 6967364.253 100.259
Table 5.1
Table of Ellipsoidal Heieht and Position Data of each Registered Control Mark as
Observed bv Static GPS Observation Methods.
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DERM Registered Identification Number - represents the registered identification number
allocated to the mark by the DERM and as listed in the SCDB system.
Easting (GDA) - represents the observed easting value, in metres, of the primary control mark
with respect to the Geodetic Datum of Australia (GDA) datum.
Northing (GDA) - represents the observed northing value, in metres, of the primary control
mark with respect to the Geodetic Datum of Australia (GDA) datum.
Ellipsoidal Height (ITRF) - represents the observed ellipsoidal height value, in metres, of the
primary control mark with respect to the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF)
datum.
An analysis and discussion of the observed data, contained in Table 5.1,.is offered in Chapter
6.
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5.3 Results of Geoid - Ellipsoid Separation Values
Using equation 2.2 in chapter 2 the geoid - ellipsoid separation value, known as the N value,
has to be determined for input into the 3D modeling software to calculate the project geoid.
The results of the geoid - ellipsoid separation calculation is shown in Table 5.2 below.
Table 5.2
Table of Geoid - Ellipsoid Separation on Primarv Control Marks
An analysis and discussion of the observed data, contained in Table 5.2, is offered in Chapter
6.
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41.8401 I 5504 80.1 03 121.9431 000
132156 67.452 109.267 41.8151 001
142469 80.243 122.163 41.9201002
64.779 106.705 41.9261 003 1 58986
63.024 104.921 41.8971004 1 58985
73.035 114.969 41.9341 005 95356
62.514 104.455 41.9411 00ô 75823
125.063 167.040 41.9771007 554011
62.432 104.359 41.9271 008 118146
48.1 03 89.945 41.8421 009 984911
71.562 113.461 41.8991010 104405
85.725 127.648 41.9231011 146722
58.457 100.259 41.8021012 7476
5.4 Results of Geoid Verification Observations on Registered Control
Marks by RTK GPS
As discussed in previous chapters, once developed and uploaded into the GPS controller unit,
the project geoid must be checked against a sample of the registered control/primary control
marks it was developed from.
Also as discussed in previous chapters the GPS method used to verify the accuracy of the
project geoid was by RTK method using a CORS network with an observation time of 5
seconds per control mark.
The results of the observation on each registered control/secondary control mark is shor¡¡n in
Table 5.3 below.
Table 5.3
Table of Develoned Proiect Geoid Verification Results
An analysis and discussion of the observed data, contained in Table 5.3, is offered in Chapter
6.
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0.032I 000 550411 80.103
80.268 0.0251002 142469 80.243
125.091 0.0281007 554011 125.063
71.582 0.0201010 104405 71.562
58.4921012 7476 58.457
5.5 Results of RTK GPS Derived AHD Height Observations on Registered
Control/Secondary Control Mark using the Developed Project Geoid.
As discussed in previous chapters, once developed and uploaded into the GPS controller unit,
the project geoid was tested against a sample of registered control/secondary control marks,
which have not been previously observed.
Also as discussed in previous chapters the GPS method used to test the realisation of AHD by
GPS, using the project geoid, was by RTK method using a CORS network with an
observation time of 5 seconds per control mark.
The results of the observation on each registered control/secondary control mark is shown in
Table 5.4 below.
Table 5.4
Table of Developed Proiect Geoid AHD Realisation Test Results
An analysis and discussion of the observed data, contained in Table 5.4, is offered in Chapter
6.
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74.067 74.124 0.0572000 121880
90,019 0.0362001 72983 89.983
57.363 57.394 0.0312002 I I 9848
70.308 70.347 0.0392003 161497
89.721 89.710 0.0112004 RC72983
63.024 63.084 0.0602005 1 58985
55.306 55.361 0,0552006 66 1 611
73.884 73.943 0.0592007 146723
63.823 63.896 0.0732008 695411
5.6 Results of RTK GPS Derived AHD Height Observations on Registered
Control Marks using the AUSGeoid9S Geoid
As discussed in previous chapters the AUSGeoid98 geoid was tested against a sample of
registered control/secondary control marks which have not been previously observed.
Also as discussed in previous chapters the GPS method used to test the realisation of AHD by
GPS, using the AUSGeoidgS geoid, was by RTK method using a CORS network with an
observation time of 5 seconds per control mark.
The results of the observation on each registered control/secondary control mark is shown in
Table 5.5 below.
Table 5.5
Table of AUSGeoid9S Geoid AHD Realisation Test Results
An analysis and discussion of the observed data, contained in Table 5.5, is offered in Chapter
6.
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74.067 74.172 0.1052000 121880
89.983 90.11 0.1272001 72983
57.466 0.1032002 1 I 9848 57.363
70.405 0.0972003 161497 70.308
89.721 89.804 0.0832004 RC72983
63.175 0.1512005 1 58985 63.024
55.306 55.449 0.'1432006 1 16616
73.884 74.032 0.1482007 146723
63.823 63.984 0,'1612008 695411
5.7 Results of I)eveloped Project Geoid and AUSGeoid9S Geoid Separation
The separation value between the developed project geoid and the AUSGeoid9S geoid has
been calculated and shown in table 5.6 below.
Table 5.6
An anaþsis and discussion of the observed data, contained in Table 5.5, is offered in Chapter
6,
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v4_124 0.0482000 121880 74.172
0.09190.11
0.0722002 984811 57.466
70.347 0.058161497 70.405
89.710 0.094RC729832004
63.084 0.091
55.449 55.3612006
146723 74.0322007
0.0881 1 6954
5.8 Results of Height Difference Between Project Geoid and AIlSGeoid9S
AHD Realisation Observations Compared to Registered AHD Value.
The value above the registered AHD value as observed using the developed project geoid and
then the AUSGeoidgS geoid has been calculated and shown in table 5.7 below.
Table 5.7
Heisht Difference Between Proiect and AUSGeoid9S AHD Realisation
Observations When Compared to Resistered AHD Yalue
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5.9 Conclusion
This chapter has presented the development and verification results of the project geoid. This
chapter also presented the testing of the project geoid's and the AUSGeoid9S geoid's
realisation of AHD against the AHD values of registered control marks.
The resulting calculated geoid can be illustrated as a topographical map. A copy of the
developed project geoid represented as topographical map is contained in Appendix F.
Chapter 6 is reserved for the analysis and discussion of the results and the accuracy of the
respective geoids and their realisation of the AHD.
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DISCUSSIOI{
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6.1 Introduction
Chapter five presented the results of the development and verification of the project geoid.
The chapter also presented the results of the testing of the project geoid and AUSGeoid98's
realisation of AHD against the AHD values of registered control marks by using RTK GPS
equipment.
6.2 Discussion of the Results
The test systems developed in chapter three, practiced in chapter four and presented in
chapter five are analysed and discussed below.
6.2.1 Ellipsoid Height and Position Results
As outlined in previous chapters the ellipsoid height and position results on the registered
control/primary control marks were required for the development of project geoid and were
observed using static GPS methods with an observation time of 20 minutes.
Both the position and ellipsoid height results, of each registered control mark, has been
checked against DERM's Survey Search Detail Reports, where available and found in
Appendix C, for the early detection of gross effors.
6.2.2 Geoid - EllipsoidÆ.{ Value Separation Results
As also outlined in previous chapters the N value results, from section 5.2 of chapter five,
were required for the calculation of the project geoid by the 3D modeling software.
The N value results, of each registered control mark, has' been checked against DERM's
Survey Search Detail Reports, where available and found in Appendix C, for the early
detection of gross effors.
6.2.3 The Developed Project Geoid Verifrcation Results
The developed geoid required verihcation on a sample of the registered control marks it was
developed from before testing on registered control marks not previously observed.
The verification of the project geoid was carried out using RTK GPS using a five second
observation time.
The mean result achieved, after observing five registered control marks previously observed
using static GPS methods, was +0.028 metres. The ranges of results recorded are from a
minimum of 0.02 metres to a maximum of 0.035 metres above the registered AHD value. The
mean result is within RTK GPS tolerances of +/- 30mm for vertical position, which was,
clearly outline in section 1.6 of chapter 1.
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6.2.4The Developed Project Geoid Testing Results
The developed geoid required testing on a sample of registered control marks not previously
located. This would test the realisation of AHD by RTK GPS, using the project geoid, with a
five second observation time.
The mean result achieved, after observing nine randomly selected registered control marks
within the project aÍea, was +0.047 metres. The ranges of results recorded are from a
minimum of 0.011 metres to a maximum of 0.073 metres above the registered AHD value.
The mean result is 0.017 metres outside expected RTK GPS tolerances, which is outlined in
section 1.6 of chapter 1.
6.2.5 The AUSGeoid9S Geoid Testing Results
AUSGeoid required testing on a sample of registered control marks not previously located.
This would test the realisation of AHD by RTK GPS, using the AUSGeoid9S geoid, with a
five second observation time.
The mean result achieved, after observing nine randomly selected registered control marks
within the project area, was +0.124 metres. The ranges of results recorded are from a
minimum of 0.083 metres to a maximum of 0.161 metres above the registered AHD value.
The mean result is 0.094 metres outside expected RTK GPS tolerances, which is outlined in
section 1.6 of chapter 1.
6.3 Conclusion
This chapter has analyses and discussed the results of the verification and testing of the
developed project geoid and the testing of the AUSGeoidg8 geoid with respect to the research
methodology outlined in chapter 4 and the data acquisition outlined in chapter 5.
The verification of the developed project geoid onto registered/primary control marks
achieved a mean result of +0.028 metres.
The testing of the project geoid and AUSGeoid9S geoid onto registered/secondary control
marks achieved a mean result of +0.047 metres and +0.124 metres, respectively.
Chapter 8 will provide conclusions as for the realisation of AHD by RTK GPS methods using
the developed project geoid and the AUSGeoid9S. geoid within the project area.
Recommendations will be proposed and the need for possible further research.
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7.1 Introduction
Chapter 7 analysed and discussed the results recorded by both static and RTK GPS methods
used to develop, verify and test the accuracy of the project geoid and test the accuracy
AUSGeoid9S within the limits of the project area.
The aim of the project will be responded to in this chapter by drawing conclusions regarding
the accuracy of each geoid model tested and their suitability for use with GPS heighting
within the project area.
Recommendations of further research will also be made in this chapter.
7.2 Conclusions
This project has outlined the history of survey instruments, the advancement of GPS
technology, the definition of a datum and the deficiencies in the realisation of an AHD by
virtue of its historically recorded development procedures.
This project also examined the limitations of GPS heighting due to GPS measurement
constraints, geoid and datum issues.
The aim of this project was to bridge the gap of understanding between the heights produced
by GPS and their relationship to the Australian Height Datum by developing a local geoid
model and test it by utilising GPS equipment, software, registered Queensland state control
marks and geodetic surveying principles.
The objective of this project is to improve future GPS derived AHD heights and to confirm
the AHD values of a sample of sate control marks within the limitations of the proj ect area.
A local geoid model has been developed and tested, using GPS equipment, on registered
control marks within the project area.
GPS derived AHD heights have also been improved which can be confirmed by the results. If
a suryeyor were to observe a position, within the limits of this project area using RTK GPS
with the publicly available AUSGeoid9S geoid, then a mean value of 0.124 metres above the
local AHD height network would be expected.
If however the surveyor were to observe a position, within the limits of this proj ect area using
RTK GPS with the developed project geoid, then a mean value of 0.047 metres above the
local AHD height network would be expected.
As a summary the aim and objectives of the project have been satisf,red.
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7.3 Further Research and Recommendations
This project has shown that the developed geoid gives and improved realisation of AHD
height values within the project area when compared to the realisation of AHD height values
observed when using the AUSGeoid98 geoid. It is obvious that the AUSGeoid9S realisation
of AHD, within the project area, is inaccurate.
On reflection of the results it is apparent that the relative heights between survey control
marks in the area is consistent and previous surveyors should be commended upon their
datum transfer procedures.
It is recommended to utilise the developed test geoid in GPS to achieve accurate AHD
realisation within the project area, as opposed to using the publicly available AUSGeoid9S
geoid.
It is fuither reconìmended to supplement the AUSGeoid9S geoid by adding the developed
geoid to its data set to achieve a better realisation of AHD by GPS methods within the project
area.
Further research could be undertaken on this project by improving the developed project
geoid's accuracy. This would require more primary control marks located and reduced within
the project area to fuither intensiff the interpolation technique used by the 3D modeling
software to calculate the project geoid.
Further research could also be undertaken by actually observing and transfening tide gauge
information to the project area to determine if the local registered control marks are to the
AHD and not just relatively accurate to each other.
Also the research area could be vastly widened to improve the realisation of AHD by GPS
over a larger arca and also determine if the AUSGeoid9S geoid is inaccurate in other areas
around Brisbane.
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7.4 Closing Note
The aim and objectives of this project have been fully achieved through comparisons made
using GPS equipment to test the AUSGeoid9S and the developed project geoid's realisation
of AHD within the project area.
The RTK GPS observation time, during the testing of the geoids, was limited to 5 seconds to
emulate a true RTK GPS observation. Improved and more accurate results would have been
achieved if this time period were increased. This however would not, however, have reflected
true GPS methods practiced by surveyors when locating data using GPS.
In closing it should be confirmed that the testing of the geoids does not provide absolute
results due to the errors residing in the GPS and the registered leveling data. It should be
noted that the techniques practiced in this project are the best practical means available at the
time of the survey.
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technology and software, and compare this geoid model against the
accuracy and reliability of both DERM's AHD state control network
and their VRS SunPOZ (AUSGeoid9S) GNSS service.
DEFINTIONS: GPS -Global Positioning System
AHD - The Australian Height Datum
DERM - Department of Environment & Resource Management
VRS - Virtual Reference Station
SunPOZ - A Continuously Operating Reference Station network
AUSGeoid9S - The Australian Geoid (1998)
GNSS - Global Navigation Satellite System
PROGRAMME: Issue A,24th March 2010
L To meet the objectives of ENG 4lW4l12 Research Project.
2. Review existing literature relating to geoid, ellipsoid and orthometric height
definitions and determination.
Review existing literature relating to GNSS based heighting and associated
advantages and limitations when compared to traditional heighting methods.
Define local test area to conduct observations using DERM's spatial cadastral
data base to search for availability of suitable Permanent Survey Marks.
Develop a local AHD deformation grid model using dual frequency GPS f,reld
observations and post processing software within local test area determined in
(4) above.
Test accuracy of AHD deformation grid model developed in (5) with VRS
SunPOZ service.
Test accuracy of AHD deformation grid model developed in (5) with local
AHD control network.
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APPENDIX C
SURVEY SEARCH DETAIL REPORT AND SKETCH PLANS
Queensland Government
Natural Resources and Water
Survey Search Detail Report
Details of Registered Number: 146723 Page:1 of 1
Gurrent lnformation
Alternate Name(s)
Parish KEDRON
Town
LocalAuthority MORETONBAYREGTONAL
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Related lnformation SUITBALE FOR GPS 30/9/2003
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Mark Condition GOOD
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Datum
Latitude
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Longitude
Northing
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SPIRIT LEVELLING
0.000
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Adjustment Name
Prominent Feature
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Alternate Name(s)
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Current lnformation
Alternate Name(s) TRAMWAY
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Alternate Name(s)
Parish BUNYA
Town
LocalAuthority MORETONBAYREGIONAL
Locality Description CUPHEA ST/ARDISIA ST
Related lnformation SUITABLE FOR cPS - 2210812004
BRASS PLAQUE IN CONC
PINE SC
06/0912004
Mark Condition GOOD
lnstalled Date 22ljgl2j04
Sketch Available YES
Datum
Latitude
Easting
Zone
Order
Adjustment Name
PromÍnent Feature
GDA94
27024',2.0829" S
495459.O17
s6
3rd ORDER
PINE RIVERS GPS CONTROL
NO
Longitude
Northing
CIass
Fixed By
15257'14.6416" E
6969194.892
CLASS D
GPS
client by this system is free from error. The
use of the copyright information.
e
the client's
Page:1 of 1
State shall not be liable for any loss, damage or injury suffered by the client or any other person
21 May,2009
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Queensland Government
Natural Resources and Water
Survey Search Detail Report
Details of Registered Number: 142474 Page:1 of 1
Current Information
Alternate Name(s) 72989 RA
QGS 1825
QGS 1825 RA
Parish BUNYA
Town
LocalAuthority MORETONBAYREGIONAL
Locality Description NARELLAN STREET
Related lnformation
BRASS RECOVERY MARK
DMS
1810512001
Mark Gondition 
.GOOD
lnstaffed Date 01/02/1981
Sketch Available YES
Datum
Latitude
Easting
Zone
Order
Adjustment Name
Prominent Feature
GDA94
27"23'42.6646" S
495099.857
56
1st ORDER
MITCHELTON 1KM JULY 2OO1
NO
Longitude
Northing
Class
Fixed By
152'57', 1.5715" E
6969792.219
CLASS A
GPS
AUSGEOIDgS TNTERPOLATED
Datum
Class
Origin
AHD
Class A
MITCHELTON 1KM JULY 2OO1
client by this system is free from error. The State shall not be liable for
use of the copyright information.
the client's
Page: 1 of 1
any loss, damage or injury suffered by the client or any other person
21 May,2009
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Queensland Government
Natural Flesources and Water
Survey Search Detail Report
Details of Registered Number: 146722 Page:1 of 1
Current lnformation
Alternate Narne(s)
Parish KEDRON
Town
LocalAuthority MORETONBAYREGIONAL
Locality Description PLUCKS ROAD - ARANA HILLS
Related lnformation SUITABLE FOR GPS 301912003
Mark Type
lnstalled By
Last Visited
Gonnection(s)
STEEL PIN IN CONC
HEILBRONN
't7/10/2003
sP1 65087
Mark Condition GOOD
Installed Date 30/09/2003
Sketch Available YES
Datum
Latitude
Easting
Zone
Order
Adjustment Name
Prominent Feature
GDA94
27"23',33.7357" S
495242.OO4
56
NO ORDER
DIGITIZED DCDB COORDS BY
CABOOLTURE LSC
NO
Longitude
Northing
Class
Fixed By
152"57'6.7512^ E
6970067.000
NO CLASS
SCALED
Height
Order
Fixed By
Geoid/Ellipsoid
Separation(N)
Model
85.725
4th ORDER
SPIRIT LEVELLING
0.000
Datum
Glass
Origin
AHD D
Class D
1 06759
client by this system is free from error. The State shall not be liable for any loss, damage or injury suffered by the client or any other person by the client's
use of the copyright information.
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Alternate Name(s) 531121
. 8CC11751
KOOYA
Parish ENOGGERA
Town BRISBANE
LocalAuthority BRISBANECITY
Locality Descri ption KOOYA/GLEN RETREAT-M ITC H ELTO N
Related lnformation FIELD CHECKED 1/5/98 HILLOC - BEENLEIGH
STAND
BCC
1811212006
ts208754
ts207606
sP179842
sP174517
RP123771
Mark Gondition GOOD
lnstalledDate 0110311962
Sketch'Available YES
GDA94
27'25',1.5950'S
496855.789
56
1st ORDER
MITCHELTON 1KM JULY 2OO1
NO
Longitude
Northing
Glass
Fixed By
152"58',5.4875" E
6567364.245
AUSGEOI D98 I NTERPOI.ATED
Datum
Glass
Oriéin
AHD
Class A
MITCHELTON lKM JULY 2OO1
provided to the client by this system is free from enor. The
by the client's use of the copyright information.
Page: 1 of 1
suffered by the client or any other peÍsonState not be for any loss, damage or injury
16 February,2010
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Cl¡r rerrt lr rfor r rtatiotr
AlternateName(s) 8CC19400
ORKNEY
Parish ENOGGERA
Town BRISBANE
Local Authority BRISBANE CITY
Locality Description MCGREGOR/ORKNEY - FERNY GROVE
Related fnformation NRM VISIT 19t04l2}01PM lN GOOD COND & STAMPED CORRECTLY CAT 3 FOR GPS NIL SKY
OBSTRUCTIONS ABOVE 23 EL
Mark Gondition GOOD
lnställed Date 2311111992
Sketch Available YES
Dafum
Latitude
Easting
Zone
Order
Adjustment Name
Prominent Feature
GDA94
27"24'24.3299" S
492145.769
56
1st ORDER
M]TCHELTON 1KM JULY 2OO1
NO
Longitude
Northing
AUSGEOI D98 I NTERPOLATED
AHD
Class A
MITCHELTON 1KM JULY 2OO1
use of lhe copyright information
any loss, damage or injury suffered by the
l5 March,2010
by is free ftom enor. The State shall not be or any other person
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Current lnformation
AlternateName(s) WIGAN
Parish ENOGGERA
Town BRISBANE
Local AuthoritY BRISBANE CITY
Locality Description WGAN STREET MITCHELTON
Related lnformation CATEGORY 3 FOR GPS. DNR VISIT 12iO3i2OO3
STEEL PIN IN CONC
DNR
1210312003
Mark Gondition GOOD
fnstalled Date 0410512001
Sketch Available YES
Datum
Latitude
Easting
Zone
Order
Adjustment Name
Prominent Feature
GDA94
27"24',5.0417'S
496756.763
56
1st ORDER
MITCHELTON 1KM JULY 2OO1
NO
AUSGEOID9S INTERPOLATED
AHD
Class A
MITCHELTON lKM JULY 2OO1
provided to the ctient by this system is freefrom enor
by the clients use of the copyright information.
suffered by the client or any other personThe State shall not be for any loss, damage or injury
15 March,2010
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Queensland Govemment
Natural Resources and Water
Survey Search Detail Report
Details of Registered Number: 118146 Page:1 of 1
Current lnformation
Alternate
Parish
Town
BUNYA
LocalAuthority MORETONBAYREGIONAL
Locality Description COLLINS/FRANCIS
Related lnformation
Mark Type
lnstalled By
Last Visited
Gonnection(s)
STAND
PINE SC
2210412002
sPl 44857
sP136803
sP136805
sP136806
sP1 36800
Mark Gondition GOOD
lnstalled Date 22lOgl2O0O
Sketch Available YES
Datum
Latitude
Easting
Zone
Order
Adjustment Name
Prominent Feature
GDA94
27"23',1.3114" S
496297.000
56
NO ORDER
DIGITIZED DCDB COOHDS BY
CABOOLTURE LSC
NOi
Longitude
Northing
Class
Fixed By
152"57',45.1769" E
6971065.000
NO CLASS
SCALED
62.432
4th ORDER
SPIRIT LEVELLING
0.000
Datum
Class
Origin
AHD D
Class D
117242
client by this system is free from error. The State shall not be liable for
use of the copyright information. lhe client's
Page:1 of 1
any loss, damage or injury suffered by the client or any other person
21May,2OO9
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Queensland Government
Natural Resources and Water
Survey Search Detail Report
Details of Registered Number: 115540
Page:1 of 1
Current lnformation
Alternate Name(s)
Parish BUNYA
Town
LocalAuthority MORETONBAYREGIONAL
Locality Description LINKWOOD/HEMWOOD
Related lnformation
Mark Type
Installed By
Last Visited
Connection(s)
Datum
Latitude
Easting
Zone
Order
Adjustment Name
Prominent Feature
Mark Condition GOOD
lnstalled Date 08/1 1/1996
Sketch Available YES
GDA94
27"23'15.5195" S Longitude
493096.188 Northing
56
NO ORDER Glass
GDA - TRANSFORMED QLD_0900 GRID Fixed By
NO
152'55' 48.6291',E
6970626.464
NO CLASS
SCALED
Height
Order
Fixed By
Geoid/Ellipsoid
Separation(N)
Model
125.063
4th ORDER
SPIRIT LEVELLING
0.000
Datum
Class
Origin
AHD D
Class D
57763
@ The State of Queensland, (Department of Natural Resources and Water) 2009. The State does not warrant that the copyright information provided to the
client by this system is free from error. The State shall not be liable for any loss, damage or injury suffered by the client or any olher person by the client's
use of the copyright information.
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AlternateName(s) PINECONE
Parish BUNYA
Town
Local Authority MORETON BAY REGIONAL
Locality Description PINECONE/BERGIN
Related Information
Mark Condition GOOD
lnstalledDate 01/08/1986
Sketch Available YES
Datum
Latftude
Easting
Zone
Order
Adjustment Name
Prominent Feature
GDA94
27"22'35.1245'5 Longitude
492258.837 Northing
56
1st ORDER Glass
GDA - QLD SUPPLEMENTARY AREA 2 Fixed By
AND 3
NO
152"55' 18.1693" E
6971868.844
0.000
provided to the client by this system is free from enor. The State shall not be liable for any loss, damage or injury suffered by the client or any other person
by the client's use of the copyright infôrmation.
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Queensland Government
Natural Resources and Water
Survey Search Detail Report
Details of Registered Number: 95356 Page:1 of 
1
Current lnformation
AlternateName(s) Y1NGALLY
Parish BUNYA
Town
Local Authority MORETON BAY REGIONAL
Localily Description YINGALLY/LEONARDA
lnformation
Condition GOOD
lnstaÌledDate 01/12/1985
Sketeh Available YES
Daturn
Latitude
Easting
Zone
Order
Adjustment Name
Prominent Feature NO
GDA94
27"23'15.3705" S Longitude
494865.968 Northing
56
1st ORDER Class
GDA - QLD SUPPLEMENTARY AREA 2 Fixed By
AND 3
152"56'53.0677" E
6970631.913
CI.ASS A
GPS
NO ORDER
SPIRIT I.EVELLING
0.000
NO CLASS
42981
Page: 1 of 1 21 May,2OOg
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REGD. No.
PERMANENT MARK SKETCH PLAN Other Ref. No.
Descrtption of Mark._--.,._.._ 
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Queensland Government
Natural Resources and Water
Survey Search Detail Report
Details of Registered Number: 158985 Page:1 of 1
Current lnformation
Alternate Name(s)
Parish BUNYA
Town
LocalAuthority MOHETONBAYREGIONAL
Locality Description CUPHEA ST/ARDISIA ST
Related Information SUITABLE FOR GPS - 221A812004
Mark Type
lnstalled By
Last Visited
Gonnection(s)
BRASS PI.AQUE IN CONC
PINE SC
06/09/2004
Mark Gondition GOOD
lnstalled Date 22/0812004
Sketch Available YES
Datum
Latitude
Easting
Zone
Order
Adjustment Name
Prominent Feature
GDA94
27"24'2.0829" S
495459.O17
56
3rd ORDER
PINE RIVERS GPS CONTROL
NO
Longitude
Northing
Glass
Fixed By
152"57'14.6416" E
6969194.892
CLASS D
GPS
Height
Order
Fixed By
Geoid/Ellipsoid
Separation(N)
Model
63.024
4th ORDER
GPS
0.000
Datum
Class
Origin
AHD
Class D
1 52539
client by this system is free from error. The State shall not be liable for any loss, damage or injury suffered by the client or any other person by the client's
use of the copyright information.
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Survcy ond Mopping lnfrostructure Act 2003
DEPAßTUENT OF NATURAI AESOURCES, MINES & ENERGY
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ln occordonce
ñffi Survey Search Detail ReportDetails of Registered Number: 158986 Page:1 of 1
Current lnformation
Alternate Name(s)
Parish BUNYA
Town
LocalAuthority MORETONBAYREGIONAL
Locality Description ILLUTA AVE/LEAWARRA CRES
Related lnformation SUITABLE FOR GPS - 22/08/2004
Connection(s)
Mark Type
lnstalled By
Last Visited
Datum
Latitude
Easting
Zone
Order
Adjustment Name
Prominent Feature
BRASS PI-AQUE IN CONC
PINE SC
06109120a4
GDA94
27"24' 5.5191" S
494005.302
56
3rd ORDER
PINE RIVERS GPS CONTROL
NO
Mark Condition GOOD
lnstalled Date 22/0812004
Sketch Available YES
Longitude
Northing
Class
Fixed By
152"56', 21.7031', E
6969088.543
CLASS D
GPS
AHD
Class D
152539
@ The State of Queensland, (Department of Natural Resources and Water) 2009. The State does not warrant that t
client by this system is free from error. The State shall not be liable for any loss, damage or injury suffered by the client or any other person by the client's
use of the copyright information.
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Queenslond
Government
lloh¡rol Rcsouroæ.Iha ond Enøgy'
t
Form 6
Survey ond Mopping Infrostructure Act 2003
DEPARTTENT OF NATURÅI BESOURCES, UINES & ENENGY
PERMANENT MARK SKETCH PI,AI.T
REGD No. 
---1ã4986.---
)
TI
Eearings are--------- (Magnetic, llGA) Distancee are met¡es
9<etch olon to bc comoleted ln occordoncc rlth thc Deoortment's' 
"Complation of Pormoncnt Mork Skotih Plons' QA 
document;
795
RPtO8026
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790
RPtO6026I
I
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Ëlectricíty
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I
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Sultcd to GPS
Yes
Yes/No
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ß gt;sfi:'ixii Survey Search Detail ReportDetails of Registered Number= 142469 Page: 1 of 1
Current lnformation
AlternateName(s) MONASH
NSM 331
Parish ENOGGERA
Town BRISBANE
LocalAuthority BRISBANE CITY
Locality Description MONASH PLACE - FERNY GROVE
Related lnformation COORDS AND LEVEL FROM NORTH SURVEYS SEE BRI/000420 PM lN GOOD COND VIA PM
MATNTENANGE FORM rN CHR|S WELSH (MRD) SURVEYOR AUDTTTNG FOLDER - 04lO9l2OO9.
Mark Type
Installed By
Last Visited
Gonnection(s)
BRASS PLAQUE
NORTH SURVEY
30/09/2005
sP138481
sP138482
sP138483
sP138484
sP138489
Mark Condition GOOD
lnstalled Date 06/1 1/1996
Sketch Available YES
Datum
Latitude
Easting
Zone
Order
Adjustment Name
Prominent Feature
GDA94
27"23',49.8872" S
492231.006
56
lst ORDER
MITCHELTON 1KM JULY 2OO1
NO
Longitude
Northing
Glass.
Fixed By
152"55' 17.1032" E
6969568.516
CLASS A
GPS
Height
Order
Fixed By
Geoid/Ellipsoid
Separation(N)
Model
80.243
4th ORDER
GPS
41.877
AUSGEOI D98 I NTERPOLATED
Datum
Glass
Origin
AHD
Class A
MITCHELTON l KM JULY 2OO1
Page: I of 1
for any loss, damage or injury suffered by the
3 September,2010
rce
provided to the client by this system is free from enor. The State shall not be
by the client's use of the copyright information.
or any other person

Queensland Government
Natural Resources and Water
Survey Search Detail Report
Details of Registered Number: 132156 Page:1 of 
1
Current lnformation
AlternateName(s) KIDMAN
Parish ENOGGERA
Town BRISBANE
LocalAuthority BRISBANE CITY
Locality Description KIDMAN PLACE - KEPERRA
Related lnformation NRM VISIT 26104101 PM ]N e OOO COND CAT 3 FOR GPS
BRASS PLAQUE IN CONC
JF&PIKE
27lO3l2þO8
sP209218
sP149754
1s155293
sP125537
sP1 18608
Mark Condition GOOD
lnstalled Date 25/0811999
Sketch Available YES
Datum
Latitude
Easting
Zone
Order
Adjustment Name
Prominent Feature
GDA94
27"24'58.3617" S
494792.569
56
1st ORDER
MITCHELTON 1KM JULY 2OO1
NO
Longitude
Northing
Glass
Fixed By
152'56'50.3464" E
6967463.026
CLASS A
GPS
67.452
4th ORDER
GPS
41.775
AUSGEOI D98 INTERPOLATED
Datum
Class.
Origin
AHD
Class A
MITCHELTON 1KM JULY 2OO1
client by this system is free from error. The State shall not be liable for
use of the copyright information.
warrant
the client's
Page:1 of 1
any loss, damage or injury suffered by the client or any other person
21May,2009
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Queensland Government
Natural Flesources and Water
Survey Search Detail Report
Details of Registered Number: 115504 Page:1 of 1
Current lnformation
Alternate Name(s) STRATHMERE
Parish ENOGGERA
Town BRISBANE
LocalAuthority BRISBANE CITY
Locality Description O'QUINN/STRATHMERE-UP'R KEDRON
Belated lnformation NRM VISIT 191O4/2OO1 PM lN GOOD COND & STAMPED CORRECTLY CAT 3 FOR cPS VEHICLE
& PEHSONAL ACCESS IS GOOD GUM BO-95 MAG 33 EL SIGN & GUM 25-40 MAG 31 EL NRM& E
VISIT 3/8/04 PM GOOD COND
STAND
KF&MCG
03/0812004
sP163694
sP145852
1s162096
RP90704s
Mark Condition GOOD
lnstalled Date 19/0911997
Sketch Available YES
Datum
Latitude
Easting
Zone
Order
Adjustment Name
Prominent Feature
GDA94
27"24'48.4738',S
493006.083
56
1st ORDER
MITCHELTON 1KM JULY 2OO1
NO
Longitude
Northing
Class
Fixed By
152'55', 45.2892', E
6967766.374
CLASS A
GPS
Height
Order
Fixed By
GeoicUEllipsoid
Separation(N)
Model
80.103
4th ORDER
SPIRIT LEVELLING
0.000
Datum
CIass
Origin
AHD D
Class D
61934
@ The State of Queensland, (Department of Natural Resources and Water) 2009. The Stale does not warrant that the copyright information provided to the
client by this system is free from error. The State shall not be liable for any loss, damage or injury suffered by the client or any other person by the client's
use of the copyright information.
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G8Ëisfi"''itii Survey Search Detail ReportDetails of Registered Number: 121880 Page: 1 of 1
Current lnformation
Alternate N
Parish
Town
ENOGGERA
BRISBANE
. 
LocalAuthority BRISBANE CITY
Locality Description MCGINN ROAD - FERNY GROVE
Related lnformation MARK lS A NAIL lN CHANNEL WGS84 COORDINATES SHOWN ON FORM 6 GONVERTED TO
AGD84 BY J.KEAN 17.7.98
R/INF
URBAN RURAL
05t08t2010
sP234529
sP205429
sP197850
sP165779
ts146754
Mark Gondition GOOD
lnstafled Date 2610511998
Sketch Available YES
Datum
Latitude
Easting
Zone
Order
Adjustment Name
Prominent Feature
GDA94
27"24'15-1873" S Longitude
492363.223 Northing
56
3rd ORDER Glass
GDA - TRANSFORMED QLD_0900 GRID Fixed By
NO
152"55'21.9001" E
6968790.159
74.067
4th ORDER
SPIRIT LEVELLING
0.000
Datum
Class
Origin
AHD D
Class D
59782
@ The State of Queensland, (Department of Environment and Resource Management) 2010. The State does not warrant that the copyright information
provided to the client by this system is free from enor. The State shall not be liable for any loss, damage or injury suffered by the client or any other person
by the client's use of the copyright information.
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G8äi:It;.'ixii Survey Search Detail ReportDetails of Registered Number= 72983 Page: I of I
Alternate Name(s) ARANA HILLS
QGS 1825
Parish BUNYA
Town BRISBANE
LocalAuthority MORETONBAYREGIONAL
Locality Description NARELLAN STREET
Related lnformation NR&M VISIT 14106/01 PM lN GOOD COND RECOVERY B lN GOOD COND
Mark Gondition GOOD
lnstalled Date 0110111981
Sketch Available YES
Prominent Feature
GDA94
27"23'42.6257" S
495074.442
56
1st ORDER
GDA- BRISBANE TO IPSWICH
CONTROL
NO
Glass
Fixed By
152"57',0.6461' E
6969793_406
CLASS A
TRIG
89.983
4th ORDER
Datum
Class
Origin
0.000
@ The State of Queensland, (Department of Environment and Resource Man
provided to the client by this system is free from error. fhe State shall not be liable for any loss, damage or injury suffered by the client or any other person
by the client's use of the copyright information,
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APPENDIX D
PLAN OF PRIMARY CONTROL AND BASE STATION
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APPENDIX E
POST PROCESSING RAW DATA
Project information
Name:
Size:
Modified:
Reference number:
Description:
Coordinate System
Name:
Datum:
Zone'.
Geoid:
Verticaldatum:
Map Grid of Australia (GDA)
ITRF
Zone 56
Point List
0.9995816132
0.9995837325
0.9995838229
0.9995823201
0.999584381 0
0.9995744284
0.9995838259
0.9995860436
Combined Scale
Factor
0.999581 5065
0.9995832225
Feature Code
121.943
109.267
122.163
106.705
104.921
114.969
104.455
167.040
104.359
89.945
Elevation
(Meter)
Northing
(Meter)
6967766.375
6967463.029
6969568.524
6969088.573
6969194.878
6970631.906
6971868.864
6970627.190
6971067.729
6969104.271
Easting
(Meter)
493006.1 12
494792.562
492231.011
494005.288
495459.004
494865.981
492258.870
493096.685
496293.884
496756.768
1 000
I 001
1002
r003
1004
I 005
r 006
I 007
1 008
'1009
ID
Combined Scale
Factor
0.9995829924
0.9995802885
0.9995844205
0.9995914965
Feature Code
100.259
55.626
Elevation
(Meter)
113.461
127.648
Northing
(Meter)
6968508.722
6970064.207
6967364.253
6964864.734
Easting
(Meter)
492145.772
495242.898
496855.792
504105.534
1010
1 01 1
1012
UPQLD
ID
Trimble Business Center313012010 8:18:57 AM
information Coordinate System
Name:
Datum:
Zone'.
Geoid:
Verticaldatum:
Name: Map Grid of Australia (GDA)
ITRF
Zone 56Modified:
Reference number:
Description:
Point List
0.9995823201
0.999584381 0
0.9995744284
0.9995838259
0.9995860436
Combined Scale
Factor
0.999581 5065
0.9995832225
0.9995816132
0.9995837325
0.9995838229
Feature Code
106.705
104.921
114.969
104"455
167.040
104.359
89.945
Height (Global)
(Meter)
121.943
109.267
122.163
Longitude (Global)
8152"55',45.29026"
El52'56'50.34613"
8152"55',17 .10339"
E152"56',21.70261"
8152"57',14.64105"
E152'56'53.06817"
E152'55'18.17049"
E152"55'48.64727"
8152"57',45.06348"
E152"58'01.89788"
Latitude (Global)
s27"24'48.47377"
s27'24',58.36161"
s27"23'49.88695"
s27"24'05.51813"
s27"24',02.08333"
s27"23',15.37075"
s27"22',35j2390"
s27'23'15.49590"
s27"23',01.22266
s27"24',05.04149"
I 006
1007
1008
1009
ID
I 000
1001
1002
1 003
1004
1 005
Combined Scale
Factor
0.9995829924
0.9995802885
0.9995844205
0.9995914965
Feature CodeHeight (Global)
(Meter)
113.461
127.648
100.259
55.626
E152'55'13.97491"
El52'57'06.78388"
E152"58'05.48763'
E153"02'29.55438"
Longitude (Global)Latitude (Global)
s27'24',24.32989"
s27"23'33.82654"
s27"25',01.59470"
s27"26'22.82225"
ID
1010
1011
1012
UPQLD
Trimble Business Center313012010 8:15:18 AM
APPENDIX F
DEVELOPED PROJECT GEOID 
- 
TOPOGRAPHICAL PLAN
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